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Your PVMAC newsletter, Flightine, is still in need of an editor.  Tom Marcure, who is on the PVMAC board has been fill-
ing in as Editor-in-chief and Tom Callahan has been doing the writing for the last few months.  The two Toms and The 
board realizes that this is a-lot of work for one person to put the newsletter together and come up with interesting content 
every month.  In fact it is a-lot of work for two people to do.  Especially when we each have demanding jobs, demanding 
families and we like to fly occasionally too.    
 

Everyone in our club wants a newsletter every month that is interesting, informative, educational, and occasionally on-

time.  We also don't want to put the entire burden on one or two people, as this will most likely lead to quick burn-out and 
is certainly not conducive to meeting the desired goals of our newsletter.  To that end, the board has agreed to "CALL IN 
AIR SUPPORT!" so to speak.   We are asking for volunteers to help out by contributing an article to the newsletter.   And 
for your efforts you will be entered into a drawing for a prize raffle at our December club meeting.  For 
each article you will receive a ticket to be entered into the drawing.  And although you are welcome and encouraged to 
contribute more than one article per month, you will only receive one ticket per month.  With your contributions, no one 
person has to be responsible for the content every month, we can all share some of the responsibility, even if you can 
only do one article a year.  
  

Articles can be about anything RC airplane related, helicopter related, or multi-rotor related and here are just a few ideas 
that may spark your writing creativity.   You can do a review of an ARF you bought and flew, a new scratch build your 
working on, or new piece of equipment (charger, radio etc.) you are now using. Perhaps you can share some wisdom on 
a particular skill or technique.  Maybe you know someone in the RC industry and would like to interview 
them.   Or you do a write up of an RC event that you attended.  The story of your plane crash can certainly result in 
a good article, especially if you include the sequence of events leading up to the incident, the investigation, lessons 
learned and preventative measure.  And winning the raffle at the end of the year can certainly help take some of the 
edge off your P.T.C.D. (Post Tremendous Crash Depression).   
For those of you who regularly attend the monthly club meetings, you know that participants of the show-and-tell each 
month get entered into a raffle for a chance to win either a $250 or $350 Visa gift card at the end of the year.   If you par-
ticipate in that drawing, you may consider also doing a write-up of the same subject for this drawing.  This will give you 
yet another opportunity to win in the separate newsletter drawing.    



 

The article submission drawing rules are as follows: 
 

1) For each month that you submit one or more articles, you will be entered in the year end drawing. 
2) You can only receive one entry per month. 
3) Valid articles that are submitted, but not used in the newsletter will still receive one entry for the 

month in which they were submitted. 
4) Articles may not always be used in the month for which they were received. 
5) In order to qualify for an entry, your article must be approved for publication by the editor. If your arti-

cle is not accepted, you will be notified why it was not accepted. Articles will generally only be reject-
ed due to content not in line with the spirit of the modeling hobby.  

6) All decisions concerning article acceptance are final. 
7) Five entries will be drawn at the December General Membership Meeting. Each winner will receive 

$100. You can only win one prize per year. If we have less than five entries for any drawing, the ad-
ditional prizes will not be awarded. 

  

If you would like to submit an article for the newsletter, you can email them to newsletter@PVMAC.com 
and both Toms will receive it and review it for the upcoming publication.   It is best to send a Mi-
crosoft Word document that has all of your photos included and formatted how you would like to see 
them.  However if you don’t have access to a word processing program that can produce these docu-
ment, you can just send the email in text format and attach the photos and we will do our best to make it 
look good.  If you would like to have your article submitted for the upcoming newsletter, it should be re-
ceived by the end of the month or it will probably go into the following months Newsletter.     Articles 
should have a title, should be at least be a couple of paragraphs long, and 1 or 2 photos are encouraged 
but not required. 

Last Month I started a three part series for the beginner about some of the biggest RC events in the 
country.   This month I am continuing the series  by writing about 5 more exciting events that will make 
you want to start planning now to pack up your model in the back of your car, truck, trailer or RV and 
driveDD and driveD and more driving.. as none of these events are really close by, but from the looks 
of it are all worth the trip non the less.  
 

As I mentioned in last months article, I have not had the opportunity to attend these events. I am re-
searching these events and sharing this research with you.  So my knowledge is centered around what I 
have garnered from a website, blog, forum, magazine, podcast or YouTube.   I will mostly stick to the 
facts, and unfortunately cannot offer much insight into what its like to attend most of these events. 

Top Gun  

 

Touted as the worlds greatest R/C Aircraft Competition, this event takes place in early May over 5 days 
at Paradise field located on a portion of the Lakeland Airport property in Florida.   



Every Year Top Gun attracts some of the biggest 
names in the hobby like Peter Goldsmith and 
Bob Violet as well as some big local names that 
you may know such as Tim Cardin, Shaun 
Roblee, David Morales, and Frank Migliaccio, 
who made the trek to Lakeland Florida and com-
peted at this years top gun.  Over 120  Scale 
Modelers come from all over the world, (yes they 
ship their models), to compete o in seven cate-
gories for more than $25,000 in cash an prizes 
as well as the esteemed title of “Mr. TOP GUN”.  
Numerous Vendors  setup camp and several 
hundred spectators also show up to watch this 
event and root for their favorites like you would 
at any sporting event.   
 

Top Gun is the brainchild of renowned Scale 
Builder and event promoter Frank Tiano, and was started in 1989 “in an attempt to circumvent the rules 
that were being applied at scale contest at the time”.  The rules of some of the other scale competitions 
allowed for some less scale, inferior models to compete alongside better, more scale aircraft, and in 
some cases have higher scores over their superior, more scale competitors.  Because there was so 
much emphasis on the flying scores, these less scale aircraft had some advantages in the air. These 
less scale aircraft would employ thicker wings, larger vertical fins, or enlarged stabilizers, which made 
them more stable and fly like a large sport plane.  Frank view of this was that it was cheating, and he 
made it his mission to do away with this type of competition and introduce a competition with more strin-
gent static guidelines and tougher flying guidelines as well.    
  
Judging is handled by 20 professional paid Judges who scrutinize every aspect of the model on the 
ground and in the air.   Unlike AMA static judging which takes place at 15 ft. from the model, Top Gun 
static takes place close up, as close as the judge likes with a 15 Ft maximum distance.  With static judg-
ing they are looking at outline, finish, color markings, craftsmanship, and finally realism. introduce a 
competition with more stringent static guidelines and tougher flying guidelines as well.    
 Judging is handled by 20 professional paid Judges who scrutinize every aspect of the model on the 
ground and in the air.   Unlike AMA static judging which takes place at 15 ft. from the model, Top Gun 
static takes place close up, as close as the judge likes with a 15 Ft maximum distance.  With static judg-
ing they are looking at outline, finish, color markings, craftsmanship, and finally realism. 
 

One other difference between this scale competition and others is that this is by invitation only.  As I 
understand it, to received a coveted invite, you need to have won local and regional competitions with 

your scale model, or have competed at 
Top Gun in the past and built a reputation 
for building amazing scale models, so 
there’s no question that your new model 
will be worthy of competing at Top Gun. 
  
Top Gun has Several Classes, Pro-Am – 
This class is divided into 2 or 3 clas-
ses ,Jet, Prop And  Sportsman.  Most will 
probably start here in the sportsman class, 
and if come in Top 3 in any 2 events, you 
will be moved up to pro.  ARF are ok in this 
class, but  it must be worthy and are most 
likely highly detailed.   Expert Class-Higher 
Level of Building and judging, and you 
must Build and Fly the plane yourself.  

This Years Winner of Best Jet Performance is  
Peter Goldsmith with his Skymaster F-104 

This Years Winner, Mr Jack Diaz  is named “Mr Top Gun” 
with his ¼.5 scale Fouga Magister.  Photo from Airage 
Media 



Tucson Shootout  

 
Is one of 2 premier International Miniature Aerobatic Club 
(IMAC) events in the country which has 80 of the best 
scale aerobatic pilots from around the world competing 
for some of the largest sums of cash and prizes in mod-
eling. Though the Prize money differs every year, in 2011 
the prizes topped $140,000 in value so there’s a lot on 
the line here.  The event usually takes place over 5 days 
in October, but was put on hiatus back in 2013 for vari-
ous reasons. But was announced at Joe Nall this year 
that the Tucson Shootout is back and will be October 14th 
though the 18th at the T.I.M.P.A. flying site in Tucson, AZ.   
The Tucson Shootout is an invitational event and the 
brain child of Dave Johnson, of Desert Aircraft,  when he 
back in 2002 saw the end of an era with the death of Bill 
Bennett of the Tournament of Champions. The TOC was 
always a fabulous event held in Las Vegas and celebrat-
ed the best pilots in the world by inviting around 20 of the 
best to compete for a lot of money.   
 

Pilots compete in 5 Classes,  Sportsman, Intermediate, Advanced, Unlimited, and invitational.  Pilots are 
judged on how they perform a set of “known” IMAC sequences as well as sequences that are Prepared 
just for the Shootout which are revealed a couple days prior to the competition, giving them minimal 
time to prepare for the sequence.  
 
Note about IMAC: people who fly IMAC pilot large Scale aircraft usually 25% and larger, and perform 
maneuvers designed to replicate the full scale unlimited aerobatics based upon the Aresti maneuvering 
and scoring system.    
 

 

2013 Mr. Top Gun Winner Dave Wigley and his Beaufighter and 2014 Mr. Top Gun Winner David 
Ribbe and his Mig-15 

Mark Leseberg winning 1st place in 2005 at 
Tucson Shootout followed by Quique 
Somenzini in 2nd.   Mark went on to win the 
championship 5 more times; 2005-2009 & 



IRCHA Jamboree 

 

This is the Interna-
tional Radio Con-
trolled Helicopter  
Associations premier 
flying event and the 
largest RC helicopter 
event in the world.  
With  over 1200 reg-
istered pilots, this 
puts this event in the 
top 2  for sheer num-
ber of registered pi-
lots behind only Joe 
Nall and could possi-
bly overtake Joe Nall 
given the growing 
popularity of Multi-
Roters.  This event 
takes place at the 
AMA Headquarters in 
Muncie IN,  over 5  
days in August.    

The event is a Fun Fly event and membership to the AMA, and IRCHA is required.    
This Year, they are dedicating an entire flight line to multi-rotors, and adding a 250 class FPV racing 
event where they will be setting up an FPV race track to compete.  With the addition of Multi-rotor this 
event is shaping up to be the largest RC event in the country. Also, This year, the IRCHA Speed cup 
returns, where helicopters do speed runs, which has helicopters clocking in at close to 160MPH.    
If your into Helicopters, this is one event that you wont want to miss.  
Something I didn’t know as I was doing this research is that the AMA recognizes one special interest 
group for each segment of the hobby.   The IRCHA is that group for helicopter pilots, and was estab-
lished in 1989 by founder Don Chapman.   
 

Warbirds Over the Rockies  

 
 Billed as one of the top warbird events in the county,  This 3 day event takes place in September at Ar-
vada Associated Modelers Airpark in Golden Colorado which is just outside Denver.  The event  is  a 
non competition Fly-in and is somewhat Unique in that while most shows focus on scale airplanes, this 
events primary focus primarily on Large Scale warbirds, which is probably why this event gets plenty of 
media coverage by the RC magazines and blogs when it comes around.   The Event requires that all 
airplanes that fly that weekend are exact replicas of the full size military aircraft that flew during wartime.  
Warbirds over the Rockies has built a following since is inaugural event in 2004 and attracts 150 to 200 
pilots from around the country as well as around the world, and 5000+ spectators and numerous ven-
dors show up in support and to watch the unique airshow event 
The Flying field features 2 fields and runways, with the main runway featuring a huge 750’ x 50’ concrete 
runway, while the second field has a 380’ x 32’ geotex runway.  There is an RC car Racetrack on the 
premises to boot.    
 

The noontime demo begins each day with full-size aircraft doing a fly-over by local airshow pilots.    
This is followed by a WWI air war re-enactment by the RC aircraft in attendance.  Next is the WWII re-

enactment  complete with both bombers and fighters doing what they do best, Drop Bombs and Dog 



fights.  And what re-enactment would be complete without 
pyrotechnics,  yes the recreate the bombs and Flak with fire-
balls reaching 30’ high.   They conclude the Noontime demo 
with the dropping of the first atomic bomb, and the Mush-
room cloud from the explosion is said to be chilling.   
 

Did I mention jets? Yes turbines are welcome here, and they 
defiantly do their part to please the crowds.   
The event coordinators also try to make the event meaning-
ful, so part of their proceeds go to Mental Health America  
and have manage to raise nearly $25,000 every year for the 
past 5 years.  This is one event that I am adding to my buck-
et list.  I mapped it out and its only 14 hours away from Pra-

do. Anyone on board for a little road trip?  
 

 

efest Indoor Electric R/C Festival 
 
 is another Large  indoor flying event hosted by the distributor Hobbico and takes place over a weekend 
in the month of January at the University of Illinois Track and Field Armory in what is the Hub of all RC 
Development,  Champaign Illinois.     These events are extremely popular back east because they are 
usually coupled up doing their building because of  their extremely cold temperatures, and this year they 
had over 200 registered pilots and numerous vendor booths,  and featured some 3D team pilots from 
Futaba, Horizon, Hitec, Redwing RC and Team USA F3P pilots.  This event is organized by legendary 
pilot Frank Noll and Mike Zaborowski, and is a part Fun-Fly and part competition and part Electric RC 
convention.   At efest, there is a unique scale competition  where pilots are judged on their models  ac-
curacy, craftsmanship, and finish (color and markings) as well as their flying which includes 8 flying ma-
neuvers and/or scale operations.   What’s unique about this competition however is not how the models 
are judged, it is the weight of the aircraft, which must not exceed 12 oz. maximum.   That keeps these 
planes pretty small, and pretty frag-
ile, mostly consisting of stick and 
tissue build similar to a Guillow 
model.  They also feature an inter-
esting event called “The Gauntlet” 
where Teams of pilots try to run 
along side their foam profile 3d air-
craft and maneuver it through ob-
stacles.  They also have combat 
competition, helicopter and multi-
rotor flying, quad racing, “black out” 
night flying, EDF’s.    

 



 

 
 
   

 

Please remember to wear your badge and to 

have a fire extinguisher in your pit. These 

are both requirements to fly at either Prado 

or Norton. Thank you for your cooperation. 



Roy Barringer read the minutes from April meeting. 
Bill Sheets read the treasury report. 
399 members, there were a couple new ones  
41 members We’re at the Meeting,  
Chuck started off the meeting by giving thanks to the cooks at the 
PVMAC event, Bob and Steve Gamble, who cooked all weekend 
with smoke in their eyes. 
Chuck reported that the flight line ran smoothly at the Wings over 
Prado and there were no complaints from the tower.  
The event made a bit of money, and everyone had a great time. 

Chuck also gave a huge thanks to Randy and Joni for or-
ganizing the Wings over Prado event. 
Joni and Randy then spoke about the event, and appreciated the 
members involvement at the event. 31 of the 58 registered pilots 
were PVMAC club members, which was over 50%. We had pilots 
from all over; 3 pilots from the bay area, 3 from Vegas, 1 from 
Fresno, and 3 from San Diego, Hesperia, and Camarillo. Dona-
tions for the raffle were provided by Hobby Club USA, Hobby peo-
ple, Perfect Pilots, and RTL fasteners. Randy Gave a full recap of 
the event, and was extremely pleased with the outcome.  
A plaque was Awarded to Paul Smith for Winning the best detailed ARF with is A-10 Warthog at the 
event. 

Chuck also brought up Keith Costas, and the bad luck he had during the event. At the event, he 
crashed not 1 but 2 large planes, a large Topflight Curtis P-6E Hawk and Martin B-10 that weekend, 
both gorgeous planes. His Planes Crashed for one reason, Nicad Battery Conditioning or lack thereof. 
His batteries hadn’t been cycled in quite a while, and he didn’t put a load meter on the battery to check 
it, even though they were charged, they couldn’t stand up to the strain put on them by the servos and 
electronics. Prevent crashes by cycling your Ni-cads if they haven’t been used in a while, and put a load 
meter on it to check them. Horizon Hobby sells a load tester for $35, which is capable of putting up to a 
2 amp load on your batteries.  Most volt meters will only check the batteries voltage, which might be fine 
with no load on them. But once you start putting them under the strain of running several high torque 
servos and a receiver, they may not be up to the task.  This is cheap insurance and something everyone 
in the hobby should have and use if your running a separate battery for your receivers, servos or even 
ignition. 

There is quite a bit of Junk ending up near Prado due to illegal dumping. If you see anyone 
dumping stuff, please call the Parks department, or call one of the board members. The Locks will be 
fixed soon, so we will be able to lock the Front gate to prevent some of this. 

Tom Marcure, Talked about the newsletter, and that we still need an Editor. However. For the 
past couple months, I, Tom Callahan, have been doing the writing. It’s a lot of work for one person to 
come up with interesting content every month. The board agreed, so in an attempt to alleviate the bur-
den on one person we are asking everyone to help out. Anyone who would like to contribute an article to 
the newsletter can do so. There will be a significant prize raffle at the end of the year for those that con-
tribute an article. 1 article gets you 1 ticket into the drawing. The board has not decided how much the 
prize will be but it should be significant. Currently we offer a $250 and $350 end of the year raffle for 
those that bring in an Airplane or something to share at the meeting. Articles can be about anything RC 
related. Maybe a review of an ARF you bought, a new build, or new piece of equipment. You can share 
some wisdom on a particular skill or technique. Maybe you went to an RC event and would like to write 
about it. There will be more information on the website to come about this so stay tuned. 

October is Big Jolt, and Classic Pattern and AMA Pattern. These are in the Planning stages. But 
they are coming up fast. 
 

Randy Wilbur Brought in his Beaver to talk about flying it at the event. , He was able to Fly it 2 times at 
the event. He put 5 LBS of lead in the nose, and that wasn’t enough. So 6lbs 10oz was the final weight 
to balance it out. Randy also had some battery issues which cause the motor ignition system to foul a 
bit, but once the battery was charged, the Airplane flew great. 
 

 Lonnie Brought in his new large pattern looking plane with a DA 60. He explained that It, like 



most aerobatic planes today, was designed for 3D, so he 
Cut down the control surface throws and resolution to allow 
it fly more like pattern and less like a 3D plane. He will be 
taking it to pattern and classic pattern events. It handles 
well in the wind. All up weight is 17LBS. Gas tank is right 
on the CG, and the plane balances perfectly without 
weight. It needs to be large so he can see it well. 
 

 Cal Orr brought in his brand new Mark III Kwik-Fli, 
hot off the bench and which was built from tattered plans 
he had from the 1970’s. It’s a classic pattern ship that took 
about 80 hours to and is modeled after the one Phil Kraft 
flew to win the Nats in 1967. At the time, It was featured on 
the on the cover of the February issue of Model airplane 
news in 1968, and Cal brought that magazine in in as well. It sports a 5S 5000Mah Pack, an 80A Esc 

and a 3525/10 780kv Cobra brushless Motor from Innov8tive 
Designs, which draws 45 amps.  With an all up weight of 5 
LBS and 8.5lbs of Thrust it has unlimited vertical. He also 
has the actual radio model 
that Phil Kraft actually flew 
with during the nats, which 
he converted to a JR 2.4 
system. The Sticks were 
very stiff compared to what 
we have on today’s radio. 
He put a magnetic hatch 
above the motor, but found 
out that when you hit a cer-
tain RPM it will eject due to 

the magnetic field that is created around the motor. He flew it once 
that day, and reports it flies just as great as the others. 

Oscar Brought in his new Spektrum DX8. He spoke about his 
Spektrum DX6i which has been problematic. cHe talked about all the 
issues he has had, It crashed 3 planes. It was sent to Horizon to be 
fixed. He ended up put a bad review on horizon website about the 6i. 
But he still ended up buying a new DX8 based upon Good reviews the 
DX8 had on the horizon website and the features set it offered. He 
realized that his Bad review for the 6i had been erased by horizon. So he’s hoping that the DX8 is actu-
ally a good radio, but is worried that horizon has removed all the bad reviews about the product on their 
website. He will be selling his DX6i on Ebay, you can find it listed under OSCAR777, if your interested in 
a radio that has been responsible for crashing 3 planes. 

Joe brought in a is selling a Super Sportster with a 82” wingspan For fellow pilot Gene, that 
passed away. It has a DLE 30, weighs 16 LBS He is asking $360, Flies Great, floats in like a trainer. 
 

George Pollard Won $25 

Hugo Rodriguez won $15 

Carlos won $25. 
Steve Parolla won $25 

Tom Callahan won $25 

Joe A. Won 15 

Greg Stockdale Won 75 

John Maxwell Won $50 

Jim won $15. 
  

  



 

Chuck Pozanac 
President and CEO 

Larry Marsh 
Vice President 

Steve Gamble Ted Novak 

Roy Barringer George Pollard 

Steve Parola Jim Stout Tom Marcure 
Membership 

 



 

Club Meetings ! 
  Don’t miss out...Come join the fun! 

 
$285 cash is given away at each club meeting! 

Meetings are held the second Tuesday  
of each month at 7pm   

Chino Community Building 




